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Eruch Jessawala 
Mandali Hall, Meherazad, India 
November 4, 1979 
44:30 

Content 
Starting at about minute 12: 
The story of Bulbul, Akbar and the conflict about why God gets involved in his creation on 
a personal basis. Drama enacted to give you the proper answer to your query. Why your 
Allah *does* descend and come among mankind. Good telling of this story which Eruch 
tells many times in the course of these tapes. 

Robert tells a story about Harry Kenmore and his deafness. In 1965 meeting between 
Harry Kenmore and Robert at Harry's private club, a Manhattan steak house. Harry finds 
his beard, and Harry was well known for his opposition to hair in the 1960s. Robert 
explained to Baba about his beard, and Robert gave the same explanation to Harry, who 
said that if Baba said it was OK, it must be OK with him. Harry in the cab back to his 
place, said to the driver in his immense voice: "Can you say the name Meher Baba?" Voice 
gets louder: “Meher Baba" louder and louder until the cab driver gets really annoyed and 
says Baba’s name really loudly, at which point Harry subsides, pleased. 

Muslim Saints book cited by Heather, who is trying to give Eruch some relief from the 
nature of his job, which at that point was possibly oppressing him. Story about a woman 
who farts when she goes to visit a Muslim master. Example of the charity of the saint that 
he remained deaf until she died, and then announced that he could hear just fine. 

Mani takes up the story of the birds that are in a cage for selling. Brought to Grandfather, 
who would buy the birds and release them from the cage. Iranis have a strong sense of 
humor, but it is an Irani variant, and not everyone would get it. Grandfather was an 
herbalist, and a patient came to him who had pestered him for cures, and Grandfather 
gave an opposite cure, but the man’s faith in grandfather was so great that it actually cured 
him. 

Norina had told Mani of an incident. Baba was visiting somewhere in the West and there 
was a woman who had become an alcoholic, and Norina felt very sad about it. Norina 
decides to bring the woman to Baba. When she brought the woman Baba received her 
very lovingly, and then started talking about drink. The two of them start to talk about 
wine, and hangovers, and Baba was so sympathetic to this woman, and talks about divine 
wine. Baba didn't tell the woman not to drink, and Norina gave up all hope, just thinking 
that sitting next to Baba was a blessing. Two months later, the friend calls and says she has 
a problem: she didn't want to have a drink. Norina told Baba but Baba just smiled. 
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Mani makes a distinction between sympathy and compassion.  

Eruch tells a story of what happened when Muhammad dropped his body-- Bedouin  
story. Last days with His close ones for Muhammad, and he is lying almost  helpless on his 
bed, very feeble, and all are solemn, waiting, attending, any little wish. In a feeble voice, 
Muhammad says, "Very soon I will pass away from your midst, but meanwhile is there 
anyone over here with an old score to be settled with me?" They are all silent, until one 
says, "Yes, my lord, there is one score to be settled between us. A bedouin happened to be 
there on that day and he was not one of the regular ones who lived with Him. "Before I 
pass away we must settle it. What is it?" "On the battlefield, while we were fighting side 
by side against the people from Mecca (at Badr) and you had a whip in your hand and I 
was one from the army you whipped me accidentally on the back." "Is that so" "Yes, I felt a 
terrible pain." 

The others were so angry that they wanted to kill the Bedouin, but they went out and got a 
whip, and Muhammad said to raise me up, and the man demanded that Muhammad's 
back be bared. Bedouins are like that, very crude. "Come on, help me, get the shirt off my 
back." Bedouin throws the whip down and kisses the back of Muhammad. When will I get 
a chance to kiss the Lord's back. There was a mole on Muhammad's back that was the seal 
of prophesy. Bedouin had always wanted to see and kiss the mole.  

Mani says that longing is always fulfilled, exactly to the measure of one’s longing. Eruch 
speculates that the slash the bedouin received might have been given so the Bedouin 
might have had the chance to kiss the mole. 

Mani mentions Big Khorshed. In Nasik she would tell Baba that she wanted to die at 
Baba's feet. [tape ends] 


